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With the real data, the hierarchy created by our learn-
ing method from scratch resulted in rules that were
more accurate than those learned using the hand-
crafted hierarchy. This result is marginally signi�cant
(t(29) = 1.7, p < .1). In addition, rules learned by
updating the handcrafted hierarchy were on average
87.2% accurate, signi�cantly more accurate than the
accuracy (84.9%) of rules with the original hierarchy
(t(29) = 3.796, p < .001). Moreover, this accuracy is
signi�cantly higher than the accuracy of rules created
by our method learning from scratch (t(29) = 1.861,
p < .005). Although these results are promising, the
rules learned from real, ambiguous data are not as ac-
curate as those obtained from the arti�cial data. Note
that there are fewer examples of each English verb in
the real data and the real data has additional compli-
cations because it contains potentially ambiguity. We
are going to continue collecting real data from other
sources such as newspapers to improve the accuracy of
rules learned from real data.

7 Limitation

The hierarchy generated by our method experimen-
tally showed similar ability to the original handcrafted
hierarchy, however, some problems remain left un-
solved.

One important limitation of the current approach is
that the categories newly created in the hierarchy do
not have meaningful names and the rules learned using
such terms are not easy for a person to comprehend.
A person has to explicitly give a label to each node so
that it is understandable to another human.

Another limitation is that all necessary leaf nodes
have to be prepared before learning. Other clustering
techniques (e.g., [Brown et al. 1992]; [Hindle 1990];
[Grefenstette 1992]) might be useful to �nd a mean-
ingful group from a set of noun words and regard it as
one of leaf nodes.

Moreover, we have not addressed pruning of learned
translation rules. With no pruning, too many speci�c
rules may be learned. As a result, the hierarchy that is
generated from these rules might contain redundant or
incorrect nodes. In contrast, if the rules are pruned too
much, fewer categories appear together in rules and
it is not possible to create a hierarchy that contains
enough nodes to make the needed distinctions when
learning translation rules.

8 Related Work

The general topic of clustering has been studied
extensively in the arti�cial intelligence �eld(e.g.,
[Fisher 1987]; [Michalski et al. 1986]). However, this
work is not directly applicable to our problem. AI
clustering methods work by computing some measure

between features vectors that describe examples. In
our case, examples are not described by such feature
vectors but by similarity as represented by mutual in-
formation gain.

In natural language processing some approaches have
been made to �nding similarities among nouns. Hindle
[Hindle 1990] uses mutual information between a verb
and its object as a measure of degree of the association
between the verb and an object. A measure of simi-
larity among two nouns with respect to a single verb
is de�ned to be the minimum noun similarity to the
verb, and the overall similarity among two nouns is de-
�ned as the sum of similarities over all verbs. Grenfen-
stette [Grefenstette 1992] proposed a method of mak-
ing noun clusters appropriate for each target domain
by exploiting the kinds of nouns that appear as noun
modi�ers in the target domain. Both are intended to
identify similar nouns, but they do not use similarity
criteria as a metric for forming a hierarchy.

In constructive induction, a number of systems have
analyzed the results of learning, and looked for oppor-
tunities to add new terms to simplify learned concepts
(e.g Fringe [Pagallo & Haussler 1990]). We analyze in-
ternal disjunctions of learned translation rules in an
attempt to identify general categories that represent
commonly occurring disjunctions.

9 Conclusion

This paper reported our work on the acquisition and
re�nement of a semantic hierarchy through the use of
clustering techniques. We extended the function of
FOCL, a tool for learning translation rules, to handle
the ambiguity of real data. We have shown that the
constructive induction of terms representing general
categories provides a useful bias for learning transla-
tion rules. Furthermore, the results on real and ar-
ti�cial data demonstrate that learning a hierarchy or
updating an existing hierarchy can improve the gen-
eralization accuracy of systems that learn translation
rules.

The main purpose of our method is to produce the se-
mantic hierarchy appropriate for learning translation
rules and to determine the method of constructing in-
termediate nodes given all leaf nodes. Currently vari-
ous kinds of thesaurus such as ROGET and WordNet
are available. It is true that they might be used for all
kinds of purposes but they are not always proper for
speci�c purposes such as learning translation rules. In
practice, it is reasonable to modify available thesaurus
in order to make them suitable for each domain. For
example, in the text classi�cation domain, intermedi-
ate nodes in a thesaurus might be useful for represent-
ing classi�cation rules. In this case, a thesaurus for
this domain can be constructed by a method similar
to ours. Our proposed method suggests one direction
for generating thesauri for various uses.



Table 2: Accuracy Result : 5 methods : For arti�cial Data

Accuracy
Japanese Verb NO Handcrafted Learned Incomplete Update

Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy
Yaku .827 .943 .897 .867 .937
Nomu 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Okonau .994 .997 .994 .997 .991
Oujiru 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Toku .999 .999 .999 .999 .999
Tsukau .751 .938 .841 .848 .914
Ataru .647 .913 .710 .718 .906
Atsumeru .698 .997 .926 .938 .997
Eru .996 .992 .992 .996 .996
Karamu .675 1.000 .859 .897 .998
Kotaeru .927 .999 .989 .984 .996
Nobiru .853 1.000 .993 .972 1.000
Noru .823 .907 .860 .89 .90
Nuru .998 1.000 .998 1.000 1.000
Osamaru .867 .999 .880 .995 .999
Oshimu .738 .968 .797 .911 .963
Sasageru .831 .997 .931 .830 .997
Soeru .969 .987 .950 .985 .981
Taku 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Taosu .728 .953 .798 .917 .947
Tataku .893 .875 .872 .89 .866
Umu .859 .987 .923 .903 .987
Yaburu .82 .987 .876 .88 .983
Yashinau .713 .945 .732 .927 .946

Average .859 .974 .906 .935 .971
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Figure 5: Part of the Generated Semantic Hierarchy

all intermediate nodes that appeared in rules learned
with the handcrafted hierarchy were deleted. We call
this the \Incomplete Hierarchy".

Table 2 contains the results of this experiment. Rules
learned with the incomplete hierarchy are less accurate
than those learned with the handcrafted hierarchy,
showing that deletions a�ect the learning of transla-
tion rules. Rules learned with the updated incomplete
hierarchy were on average 97.1% accurate, which is sig-
ni�cantly more accurate than the rules learned with

Table 3: Accuracy Result : 4 methods : 30 J-Verbs :
Real Data

Accuracy
NO Handcrafted Learned Update

Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy

.839 .849 .864 .872

the incomplete hierarchy (t(23) = 3.672, p < .005).
Moreover, this accuracy is signi�cantly higher than
the accuracy with the hierarchy learned from scratch.
(t(23) = 4.455, p < .001). This result shows that
the method of updating an existing hierarchy yields a
more useful hierarchy than learning a hierarchy from
scratch.

6.3 Real Data

The accuracy was estimated by 10 fold cross validation
as in the case of arti�cial data. Table 3 contains the
result for real data. Note that for the real data, we
updated the actual hierarchy used by ALT-J/E; no
errors were introduced.
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Figure 3: An overview of our proposed methods

the real training data since it was prepared by using a
Japanese parser and no parser is 100% accurate.

6.2 Arti�cial data

6.2.1 Learning a hierarchy from scratch

The accuracy was estimated by 10 fold cross
validation.5 Table 2 shows the accuracies of rules gen-
erated for the arti�cial data under three conditions:
\No Hierarchy", the \Learned Hierarchy" and the
\Handcrafted Hierarchy". On average, with no hier-
archy, the translations rules are 85.9% accurate, while
with the handcrafted hierarchy the rules are 97.4% ac-
curate (t(23) = 5.26, p < .0001). Moreover, the av-
erage accuracy with the learned hierarchy (90.6%) is
substantially higher than learning with no hierarchy
(t(23) = 4.13, p < .001). This result indicates the ef-
fectiveness of using the handcrafted hierarchy and the
learned hierarchy for learning translation rules.

Figure 5 shows a part of the generated semantic hier-
archy (where \Hxxx" indicates new nodes). The total
number of generated nodes was 415. This hierarchy

5First 10 % of the examples for each verb were set
aside for testing. Next we ran FOCL on the remaining
nine tenths of the data, learning translation rules for the
Japanese verbs without a hierarchy. Then hierarchy was
created based on our proposed method. We then ran FOCL
again on the same training data with the learned hierar-
chy. Finally, we tested the accuracy of the rules learned
with this learned hierarchy on the one-tenth of the exam-
ples reserved for testing. This process was repeated ten
times, each time using a di�erent set of test examples.

nomu(Subject, Object, Everb) :-
one-isa(Object, fh294g), Everb = take.
nomu(Subject, Object, Everb) :-
one-isa(Object, fnarration, lectureg, Everb

= accept.
......
nomu(Subject, Object, Everb) :- Everb =

drink.

taku(Subject, Object, Everb) :-
one-isa(Object, fh107, liquid fuel, gaseous

fuelg),
Everb = burn.
....

Figure 4: Part of the rules learned for the Japanese
verbs \Nomu" and \Taku"

reproduces a part of the hierarchy created manually.
This suggests that semantically reasonable nodes are
created by our method. The rules learned with the
generated semantic hierarchy are expressed with new
nodes. Figure 4 shows a part of the learned rules for
the Japanese verbs \Nomu" and \Taku". You can �nd
the new nodes shown in Figure 5 in this rule.

6.2.2 Updating a hierarchy

To evaluate the procedure for updating a hierarchy
with the arti�cial data, we purposely introduced errors
into the handcrafted hierarchy by deleting some of the
categories in the current hierarchy. In this experiment



1. Search the dissimilarity matrix to �nd the pair of
categories that has maximum dissimilarity. Find
all other categories that have the same maximum
value in that column.

2. Combine the categories found in Step 1 to create
a new node in the hierarchy.

3. The similarity between this node and the remain-
ing categories is calculated by computing the av-
erage of the similarity between each of the cate-
gories used to form the new node and all others.

4. Update the matrix by adding the new node, delet-
ing the categories used for creating the node, and
assigning the similarity values computed by the
previous step, to the new node.

5. If the matrix is empty, stop. Otherwise, go to step
1.

Table 1: The average-linkage clustering method

Next compare the rules learned by using this hierarchy
with those learned without it. Suppose that only the
categories C1 and C2 appear in the training examples.
The form of rules learned without the hierarchy might
be C1 or C2, while the form learned with the hierarchy
might include generalized node H1. Therefore, when
a test example includes C3, the example will be prop-
erly classi�ed only if the rules were learned using the
semantic hierarchy.

5 Updating an existing hierarchy

The goal here is to take advantage of human supplied
knowledge when it proves useful in guiding the trans-
lation task, while tolerating omissions or errors in the
hierarchy. If a hierarchy has already been developed
manually, it is reasonable to utilize the human knowl-
edge invested in the hierarchy by re�ning it rather than
recreating it from scratch.

The hierarchy updating process will take as input an
existing hierarchy, and the set of translation rules
learned using that hierarchy. This procedure is as fol-
lows.

First, the existing hierarchy is converted into a matrix
that represents the similarity among the leaves of the
hierarchy. There are an in�nite number of matrices
that could be constructed from a hierarchy, such that
when the average-linkage clustering method were run
on that matrix the original hierarchy would be created.
We created one such matrix in which the similarity be-
tween two leaves is represented by the minimum num-
ber of is-a links that need to be traversed to reach the
�rst common ancestor of the two nodes. We will call
the matrix E.

Second, general nodes in learned rules are replaced by

a disjunction of their children since rules learned with
an existing hierarchy may contain general nodes. A
similarity matrix is then generated by computing the
mutual information between speci�c nodes used in in-
ternal disjunctions in the same way as mentioned in
the previous section. This matrix is called R.

Third, these two matrices are combined. To combine
these matrices, �rst each entry in the matrix is nor-
malized to the range [0,1]. The combined similarity
matrix C is obtained by the weighted addition of these
two matrices: Cij = pEij + (1 � p)Rij

where p is a parameter that represents how much
weight should be placed upon the existing hierarchy.
In our experiments, we set p to 0.5 so that both sources
of information have equal weight. We have obtained
good results with this value and have not experimented
with other possible values.

Finally, a new hierarchy is formed from this combined
matrix by the average-linkage method. An overview
of our approach is shown in Figure 3.

6 Experimental results

6.1 Experimental setting

In this experiment, we used two kinds of data set. One
used arti�cially created data.4 We generated 300 ex-
amples for each English verb's rule. We dealt with 24
di�erent Japanese verbs corresponding to about 100
English verbs. A total of approximately 30,000 exam-
ples were generated.

The other set consisted of natural data. We collected
Japanese-English corpora from example sentence
translations in bilingual dictionaries (e.g. [Keene 1991]
etc.), processed these corpora with the parser used in
ALT-J/E, and then generated learning data. The to-
tal number of collected corpora amounted to approx-
imately 48,000. It included more than 5,000 kinds of
Japanese verbs. The Japanese verbs which include
more than 30 examples were chosen from among them
in this experiment. 30 Japanese verbs were selected
corresponding to 120 English verbs. About 3400 ex-
amples were utilized in all.

The real data is more complex than the arti�cial data
in a variety of ways. First, the real data typically
has several possible values for each subject and object,
while the arti�cial data has one. Second, it's not clear
whether the existing hierarchy is adequate for the the
real data. Finally, some noise may be introduced into

4This data set was generated by using the translation
rules and the semantic hierarchy created by human experts
that are currently used in the ALT-J/E system. Namely,
�rst, it searches the hierarchy to �nd all leaf nodes of cat-
egories used in the rule for each attribute such as N1 and
N2. Then, it chooses one leaf node among them randomly
as a value for the attribute.



indicates that \tsukau" is translated to \spend" when
one sense of the subject is a kind of \agents" and one
sense of the object is \time" or \money."

Here we concentrate on describing FOCL's inductive
learning component based on FOIL [Quinlan 1990].
FOCL inductively learns classi�cation rules by con-
structing a set of Horn Clauses in terms of a set of
background predicates (such as one-isa). It creates
clauses in a set-covering manner until each positive
example is covered by at least one clause. A clause is
learned using hill-climbing search by adding the literal
yielding the maximum information gain to the clause
body.

3.2.2 An e�cient way of handling
hierarchical knowledge

Hierarchical knowledge is e�ciently handled as back-
ground knowledge by exploiting the hierarchical rela-
tionships among the categories. We extended FOCL
to compute the information-gain of literals of the form
\one-isa(Role, Categories)" e�ciently. This was ac-
complished by associating counters with each node in
the hierarchy where each node describes the number of
positive and negative training examples. The training
data is traversed once for each variable (e.g., Subject
and Object), to set counter values on the leaves of the
hierarchy for each possible sense, and these values are
propagated up the hierarchy. Care must be taken to
insure that a parent node is incremented only once if a
word has two senses corresponding to di�erent children
of the node. The information gain of only those nodes
that satisfy at least one positive example is computed
by using the counts stored at that node.

3.2.3 Creation of an internal disjunction
based on hill-climbing

FOCL was modi�ed to create the internal disjunctions
in a greedy, set covering manner. First, the literal with
the maximum information gain of the form one-isa(V,
c1) is found. Next, all literals of the form one-isa(V,
fc1, cig) are checked where ci satis�es at least one posi-
tive example, and neither one-isa(c1, ci) nor one-isa(ci,
c1) is true. If the information gain of one of these liter-
als is not greater than that of one-isa(V, c1), then one-
isa(V, c1) is returned as the literal with the maximum
gain. Otherwise, the process of adding constants to
the internal disjunction continues until adding another
constant to the set does not increase the information
gain. Using literals of the form one-isa(V, fc1, :::, cng)
is useful for representing node disjunction in the ex-
isting hierarchy (e.g., one-isa(Object, f�sh, seafoodg).
It is also useful when there is no hierarchy. In this
case, one-isa represents disjunctions of speci�c con-
stants (e.g., one-isa(Object, fsalmon, sword�sh, lob-
ster, shrimpg).

4 Learning a Semantic Hierarchy from
scratch

As mentioned above, a semantic hierarchy plays an
important role from the view of o�ering the more gen-
eral terms needed for generating an appropriate level
of generalization for translation rules. It is desirable
that a semantic hierarchy has general nodes that in-
clude a proper group of leaf nodes as the most speci�c
categories. Thus we regard the task of learning a se-
mantic hierarchy as generating the appropriate nodes
when leaf nodes are given.

We describe how to create a semantic hierarchy by us-
ing the translation rules learned by FOCL. After learn-
ing rules without a hierarchy by FOCL, the frequency
with which two terms occur together in an internal
disjunction of these rules (i.e., in a literal of the form
one-isa(V, fc1, :::, cng) is used as a measure of the
similarity between the terms. In particular, the mu-
tual information gain ratio is used as follows. Let p(ci)
be the probability that the term ci appears in an in-
ternal disjunction of all learned translation rules. This
is estimated by dividing the number of times that ci
appears in an internal disjunction by the total number
of internal disjunctions. The probability that both ci
and cj appear in an internal disjunction (p(ci&cj)) is
estimated in the same manner. The mutual informa-
tion gain measure log(p(ci&cj)=p(ci)p(cj)) is used as
the measure of the similarity between terms ci and cj.

A triangular matrix is created to store the value of the
mutual information for all pairs.3 A standard statis-
tical clustering algorithm, the average-linkage method
[Aldenderfer & Blash�eld 1984] is then used to create
a hierarchy. This method is normally used to create
binary hierarchies. We modi�ed the method slightly
to create hierarchies in which a node may have any
number of children, provided all pairs of the children
have the exact same value of the mutual information
gain measure. The clustering algorithm is described
in Table 1.

The generated semantic hierarchy works well to im-
prove the accuracy of the learned rules in the following
case:

Suppose that the categories C1, C2, and C3 appear
together in several rules learned without a hierarchy
and are used to generate a hierarchy. In this case,
this proposed method produces new node H1, which
consists of C1, C2, and C3.

3In the statistical literature, such a matrix is called a
dissimilarity matrix, since a value of 0 indicates that two
terms are unrelated, and large values indicate a strong rela-
tionship between the two terms. A similarity matrix is one
in which 0 indicates that the two items are identical and
larger values indicate a di�erence between the two items. A
similarity matrix might be formed by taking the Euclidean
distance between two feature vectors.
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Figure 1: The upper levels of the Semantic Hierarchy in ALT-J/E

IF THEN
J-Verb = \TSUKAU" Subj = N1

N1 (Subj) � \Agents" E-Verb ="spend"
N2 (Obj) � \Time" or \Money" Obj = N2

IF THEN
J-Verb = \TSUKAU" Subj = N1

N1 (Subj) � \Agents" E-Verb ="employ"
N2 (Obj) � \People" Obj = N2

IF THEN
J-Verb = \TSUKAU" Subj = N1

N1 (Subj) � \Agents" or E-Verb ="use"
\Arti�cial Objects" Obj = N2

N2 (Obj) � \Anything"

Figure 2: Translation rules for the Japanese verb \TSUKAU". These rules were composed manually by human
experts. Symbol \ � " indicates \an instance of".

3.2 An extension to FOCL

3.2.1 Representation in FOCL

We use FOCL [Pazzani & Kibler 1992] to learn
translation rules from examples. In related work
[Pazzani et al. 1995], we considered the simpler case
of each attribute Ni such as the subject and object
having only a single value. Here, we consider the more
complex case where Ni has more than one value. In
our earlier work, the predicate \isa(Term, C)" was in-
troduced to indicate that the variable Term is an in-
stance of the category C, such as \isa(dollar, money)".
In this paper, when learning from potentially ambigu-
ous data, we use a predicate \one-isa(TermSet, C)" to
represent the fact that one of the terms in TermSet
is an instance of category C, such as one-isa(fasset,

metal, medalg, money). This predicate is very useful
when dealing with real world data in which words may
have more than one possible meaning. Moreover, we
have extended the semantics of the \one-isa" predi-
cate so that the second argument may be a set of cat-
egories. In this case, one-isa(TermSet, CategorySet) is
true if one term in TermSet is an instance of one of the
categories in CategorySet. This extension enables the
\one-isa" predicate to allow a form of internal disjunc-
tion. A translation rule can be represented as follows.

tsukau(Subject, Object, Everb) :-
one-isa(Subject, fagentsg),
one-isa(Object, ftime, moneyg), Everb =

spend.



utilized to guide the construction of the new hierar-
chy. This method uses some of the procedures used in
the method of learning a hierarchy from scratch.

In the remainder of this paper, we give a brief descrip-
tion of the machine translation task. We then show
how to represent translation rules in FOCL and how
to extend FOCL to handle hierarchical knowledge e�-
ciently. We propose a method for creating a semantic
hierarchy from scratch. Next, we extend the method
for creating a semantic hierarchy to update an existing
incomplete hierarchy. Finally, we show experimental
results and related works.

2 Background

We describe the machine translation task briey
by examining an experimental Japanese-English
translation system, ALT-J/E [Ikehara et al. 1989,
Ikehara et al. 1990], as an example. In this work,
we are concerned with the following ALT-J/E compo-
nents: the Semantic Hierarchy, Noun Dictionary, and
the Translation Rules.

As shown in Figure 1, the Semantic Hierarchy is a
sort of concept thesaurus represented as a tree struc-
ture in which each node is called a semantic category,
or a category for simplicity. Edges in this structure
represent \is-a" relations among the categories. The
current version of ALT-J/E's Semantic Hierarchy is 12
levels deep and has 2715 nodes, which consist of 790
intermediate nodes and 1925 leaf nodes.

The Noun Dictionary maps each Japanese noun to
its appropriate semantic category in the hierarchy. For
example, the Noun Dictionary states that the noun
\maguro", which means \tuna" in English, is an in-
stance of the category \�sh" and also an instance of
the category \food".

The Translation Rules in ALT-J/E associate
Japanese patterns with English patterns. Currently,
ALT-J/E holds roughly 10,000 of these rules. As Fig-
ure 2 shows, each translation rule has a Japanese pat-
tern as its left-hand side and an English pattern as its
right-hand side. For example, the �rst rule in this
�gure basically says that if the Japanese verb in a
sentence is \TSUKAU", the category of its subject is
\Agents", and the category of its object is \Time" or
\Money", then the following English pattern is to be
used:

Subject \spend" Object.

Note that in this case the Japanese verb \TSUKAU"
is translated into the English verb \spend". This same
Japanese verb can also be translated into the English
verbs \employ" or \use", depending on the context.
These cases are handled by the two other rules given
in Figure 2.

3 Learning Translation Rules with
FOCL

3.1 The Learning Task

In this section we describe the task of learning transla-
tion rules1 from examples. Each learning session con-
centrates on one Japanese verb, where it is desired to
construct rules for mapping the verb in a given context
to the appropriate English verb.

As an example, consider the Japanese verb \Tsukau"
in the sentence \Shachou ga kane wo Tsukau", which
means \The president spends money". The follow-
ing pair is given after parsing (which is carried out by
ALT-J/E's parser):

h [ J-Verb = Tsukau , Subject = Shachou,
Object = Kane ], E-Verb = spend i.

It is usually the case that a given Japanese noun
has more than one possible meaning. By looking in
the Semantic Dictionary of ALT-J/E, the possible se-
mantic categories for \Shachou" are \Manager"and
\Chief", and those for \Kane" are \Asset", \Metal",
and \Medal". Thus, this example is �nally given to
the learning algorithm in the following form to create
rules for translating \tsukau:"

h [ Subject � f Manager, Chief g;
Object � f Asset, Metal, Medal g] ;
E-Verb = spend i;

where N � S indicates that sentence component N is
an instance of each category s 2 S. As you can see in
the example shown above, this example includes ambi-
guity in the sense that each of the attributes Subject
and Object is assigned a set of possible values rather
than a single value. The general format of the training
examples is as follows:

h[ N1 � fa1; a2; � � �g;
N2 � fb1; b2; � � �g; � � �
Nn � fc1; c2; � � �g];E-Verbi

where eachNi
2 represents a component of the sentence

(subject, object, etc.), and ai; bi; and ci are semantic
categories.

The job of the learning algorithm is to �nd the rules
such as those in Figure 2.

1This work is to learn what we call \verb selection
rules". A verb selection rule consists of the left-hand side,
along with the English verb of the right-hand side of a
translation rule. In other words, the only di�erence be-
tween a translation rule and a verb selection rule is that
the latter has only an English verb rather than a full En-
glish pattern as its right-hand side.

2Ni is a variable which indicates a deep case frame. 14
kinds of variables including subject and object are de�ned
in the current system.
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Abstract

This paper presents a method for acquiring
a semantic hierarchy and updating an incom-
plete hierarchy. The creation of a comprehen-
sive hierarchy is one important step in con-
structing a system for translating Japanese
texts into English. The hierarchy is used
to bias the learning of rules that indicate
the English translation of a Japanese verb.
The task is particularly challenging because
training examples are ambiguous in the sense
that each of the attributes forming an ex-
ample may have a set of potential values.
Each value corresponds to a di�erent word
meaning. When acquiring a hierarchy from
scratch, translation rules are learned by an
inductive learning algorithm in the �rst step.
A new hierarchy is then generated by apply-
ing a clustering method to internal disjunc-
tions of the learned rules and new rules are
learned biased by this hierarchy. When up-
dating an existing manually-constructed hi-
erarchy, we take advantage of its node struc-
ture. We report experimental results show-
ing that the semantic hierarchies generated
by our method yield learned translation rules
with higher average accuracy.

1 Introduction

Hierarchical knowledge is an important part of many
arti�cial intelligence systems. In most natural lan-
guage processing tasks, hierarchical knowledge is es-
sential to capture general linguistic rules that apply in
a variety of contexts. For example, the WordNet sys-
tem [Miller et al. 1990] contains a lexical inheritance
system of approximately 33,400 terms. Similarly,
ALT-J/E, an experimental Japanese-English transla-
tion system developed at Nippon Telegraph and Tele-
phone Corporation (NTT), uses a semantic hierarchy
to aid in the process of translating texts. The research

reported in this paper centers on the important task of
automatically acquiring this hierarchical knowledge.

ALT-J/E contains a large collection of translation
rules (currently over 10,000) and a large semantic hi-
erarchy (about 3,000 nodes). Each of the translation
rules associates one Japanese sentence pattern with an
appropriate English pattern. Each rule is expressed
in terms of \semantic categories" which are nodes of
the semantic hierarchy. To translate a Japanese sen-
tence into English, ALT-J/E looks for the rule whose
Japanese pattern matches the sentence best, and then
uses the English pattern of that rule for translation.

Creating new translation rules has proven to be ex-
tremely di�cult and time-consuming because this
task requires considering the huge space of possi-
ble combinations of nodes in the hierarchy. Previ-
ous research investigated the application of inductive
learning techniques for the acquisition of translation
rules [Almuallim et al. 1993, Almuallim et al. 1994].
Experimental results showed that this method was
promising in facilitating the construction of rules.
However, this method used the semantic hierarchy cre-
ated by a human expert as it was and did not consider
learning this hierarchy.

Learning the semantic hierarchy is essential and crucial
in the machine translation task because the quality of
learned translation rules is determined by the quality
of this hierarchy and it is very di�cult for a person to
create and maintain a useful hierarchy.

In this paper, we propose two methods of learning a
semantic hierarchy: learning a hierarchy from scratch
and updating an existing hierarchy. In learning a hier-
archy from scratch, translation rules are learned with-
out using a hierarchy by applying extended FOCL
[Pazzani & Kibler 1992] in the �rst step. Statistical
clustering is then used to generate a hierarchy from
the learned rules. The phase of hierarchy generation
can be regarded as a kind of constructive induction
in that general hierarchy terms serve as new predi-
cates that can bias subsequent rule learning. In up-
dating an existing hierarchy, its node structures are


